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Partnership Farming – Linking smallholders to 
booming commodity markets 
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About Pal & Partners AG
Connecting Worlds – Creating Values

Overview

• Founded in 2004 by Ron Pal and Thomas Kindler

• 10 people in offices in Zurich and Mumbai

• Investment Opportunities 

• “Opportunity Pipeline” to research, assess, finance and execute business projects 
with a focus on the agro-sector in India.

• Entrepreneurial Services

• „Outsourced Management Resources” for the execution and supervision of strategic 
business development projects

• „Trust Centre“ providing our services under one roof through highly talented professionals 
with local and international experience and presence.
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Core competence of Pal & Partners is the management of 
agriculture projects in India

• Seven years of experience managing 
agriculture start-ups in India  

 Desai Fruits & Vegetables 
One of the largest partnership farming 
organization and exporter of bananas 
in India

 Citrus Processing India 
First industrial plant for production of 
frozen concentrated orange juice

 Cocoa India 
Project for sustainable sourcing of 
cocoa in India

P&P agriculture track record  in IndiaP&P’s Agricultural “History”

• “Cold Chain Project” 2004 to 2005

• Acquisition of “Desai Cold Storages” in March 
2006

• Established relationships with the Indian 
government, industry and existing investors

• Experienced local team and resources

• International network of agriculture experts  
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Banana is the most traded fruit in the world – India in excellent 
geographic position for key markets

Worldwide traded banana

India
Guatemala

Costa Rica
Ecuador

Columbia Philippines
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India is the largest producer of bananas worldwide but has a very 
low level of exports

Global banana production (2007: 86 mio tons) Global banana exports (2007: 18 mio tons)
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Since 2008, DFV is the largest grower and exporter of banana out 
of India and the benchmark in contract farming

• Fast growing business, today's 
leading banana grower and 
exporter out of India  

• Benchmark for sustainable, social 
responsible partnership farming 
model

• Excellence in supply chain 
management from field to customer

Our business today Our banana growing regions today

a

b

c
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Our markets today – DFV in the prime position to supply Middle 
East and Europe as well as the domestic market in India

Current and prospective markets for DFV bananas      

Pipeline markets

Domestic market

Current markets
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Impressions from the farms – international banana know-how 
and technology applied to small and medium landsize holders
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Media feedback on DFV in the Economic Times of India – DFV 
shows the way for small farmers to global markets

Making Of The Banana King
8. March 2008 

Contract farms are flavour 
of the season
21. May 2008

Going bananas worldwide
6. June 2010 
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Outlook: Up-scaling to multiple regions in India

Launch of multiple banana regions in India

• Replication of concept, structures and know-
how across India

• Benefit to many more farmers and rural areas

• Regions identified for potential expansion
– Andhra Pradesh
– Goa
– Karnataka
– Kerela
– Tamil Nadu

India likely to emerge amongst most important global banana suppliers

Existing regions

Multiplication potential
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DFV five year plan – associated farmers, acres under cultivation 
and gross harvest banana volumes
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Rural situation and impact of basic and advanced farming know-
how

• 600 million “farmers” in India with high poverty density

• Poor life situation especially for small farmers and rural 
labors

• Generally farmers are in low casts which has strong 
impact on life situation

• Highest suicide rate in certain farming areas

• Rural depopulation and “aging” of farmer base as 
critical factors

• Poor rural education with negative impact on both 
personal income and natural resources

Situation 

• Increase fruit productivity per acre through basic best 
practices

• Increase of fruit quality and access to export markets and 
higher prices

• Increase of disposable income and general life situation 
(food, hygiene, education) 

• Increase of “prestige” of farmers and attraction of more 
young and educated people

• Increase of independency of small farmers 

• Increase of “natural awareness” with impact on natural 
resources (water wastage, use of pesticide) 

Impact of education

Increased know-how will lead to higher disposable income with a parallel protection of natural resources  
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Partnership Farming: farmers perspective clearly underlines the 
sustainable win/win situation with DFV

Actual quote from a 63 year old farmer to a 
large group of young farmers of age 20-27

"In India there are three rules for farmers:
1. You are born with debt
2. You live with debt
3. You die with debt
Now, since two years with DFV, I know this 
does not longer apply for me: I will not die 
with debt. The DFV model showed how it 
really works. You all have such a bright 
future now!" […]

14.10.2008, Bharuch, India

• DFV eliminated traders and dependency of farmers on 
them

• DFV guarantees annual prices if farmer follows strict 
"Standard Operating Procedures” for entire harvest 

1. DFV covers market risk

• DFV increased banana productivity per acre by 100%

• DFV created sustainable production of exportable
"A-quality”

• DFV passes cost benefits of buying power through 
organization to farmers, e.g. tissue culture

2. DFV improves general economic situation

• DFV enables access to education as an integrated part of 
the Partnership Farming Concept and made considerable 
investments to that extent 

3. DFV stands for education 
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Education plays an integral role in sustainability of Partnership 
Farming

Selection

Contract Management Farmer Education

HarvestingNext Cycle Planning
• Select optimal farming 

regions (e.g. soil, water)

• Select farmer groups and 
cooperatives

• Define farmer deliverables

• Define contract conditions 
and  services

• Set up monitoring and QA 
system

• Structure farmers in new 
cooperatives

• Continuously educate farmers 
in DFV Training School and on 
the field (plant and fruit care)

• Conduct routine visits at farms 
to check plant and fruit health

• Harvesting by trained 
farmers and labor

• Immediate payment to 
farmers 

Assure steady volume 
and quality increase

• Measure farmer against KPIs

• Define measures to improve 
the interaction
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Long-term goals of PPP GTZ/DFV starting in fall 2010

Main Goals of PPP

• Institutionalization of farming education and know-how as a matter of public 
concern

• Accessibility of farming education not only to DFV Partnership Farmer but 
also for farmers outside the DFV system

• Professionalization of education on a long term basis and measurement of 
impact

• Improvement of income and livelihood of small farmers and agricultural 
labourers on a large scale

• Foster sustainable use of natural resources to guarantee a welfare base 
for both present and future generations

• Establish farmers as proud and independent decision-makers 
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PPP to be presented at DFV annual farmers meeting this 
November – over 2,000 people last year 
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Contact

Björn Witte
Delegate of the Board CFI AG

Mobile India: +91-90-990-70125
Mobile CH: +41-78-880-8486
email: bjoern.witte@palandpartners.com

Pal & Partners AG 
Dammstrasse 19 
6301 Zug 
Switzerland

mailto:bjoern.witte@palandpartners.com�
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